VELOCITY INDUSTRIAL

17300 HWY 205 • TERRELL, TX 75160
Ph. 877.610.8876    Fax 972.692.7073
www.velocityindustrial.com
YOUR INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS PARTNER

• PNEUMATIC CONVEYING DESIGN & TROUBLESHOOTING • INSTALLATION • PROJECT MANAGEMENT
• CONSIGNMENT INVENTORY • REPAIRS • FABRICATION • SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
LARGE INVENTORY • QUICKER DELIVERIES • 24 HOUR SUPPORT

VELOCITY BLOWERS®

STATIONARY & TRUCK BLOWERS & VACUUM PUMPS
DROP IN REPLACEMENTS • LOWER NOISE • LARGER BEARINGS
3 YEAR WARRANTY

VELOCITY TORNADO
SUTORBILT • URAI • COMPETITOR
DROP IN REPLACEMENTS

VELOCITY BULKMASTER
BULK TRUCK BLOWER
TUTHILL T1050 REPLACEMENT

VELOCITY HURRICANE
DUROFLOW • RAM •
EQUALIZER REPLACEMENTS

We Also Repair Roots® • Sutorbilt® • DuroFlow® • Tuthill® • Kaeser® • Aerzen® Blowers

VELOCITY BLOWER PACKAGES & PULSE CLEAN BLOWER CENTRAL FILTER UNITS

www.velocityindustrial.com
TECHTOP ELECTRIC MOTORS • 3 YEAR WARRANTY • NEMA PREMIUM EFFICIENCY
INVERTER DUTY RATED UP TO 600HP • WATER TIGHT J BOX • UNIVERSAL FEET

TECHTOP
CAST IRON ALUMINUM METRIC IEC NEMA 56C

SLIDE GATES • DIVERTER VALVES • CYCLONES • ANGEL HAIR TRAPS • PROBE BOXES
SILO PROBES • RAILCAR ADAPTERS • BY PASS VALVES • VACUUM BREAKER VALVES

TECHTOP ELECTRIC MOTORS
3 YEAR WARRANTY
NEMA PREMIUM EFFICIENCY
INVERTER DUTY RATED UP TO 600HP
WATER TIGHT J BOX
UNIVERSAL FEET

Lorenz Conveying Products
SLIDE GATES • DIVERTER VALVES • CYCLONES • ANGEL HAIR TRAPS • PROBE BOXES
SILO PROBES • RAILCAR ADAPTERS • BY PASS VALVES • VACUUM BREAKER VALVES

Bin Level Measurement & Controls
ROTARY SMART BOB 3D LEVEL CAPACITANCE ULTRA SONIC VIBRATING RADAR AERATION

Bin Level Measurement & Controls

SAMSARA WIRELESS CONDITION BASED MONITORING SYSTEMS
• 100% WIRELESS
• PROGRAMMING INCLUDED
• EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
• ALERTS TO PHONE & PC
• NO WIFI – ATT CELLULAR
• OPEN API / 100% SECURE
• READY TO USE
• ADDITIONAL I/O INCLUDED
• 10 MIN SETUP

SAMSARA WIRELESS CONDITION BASED MONITORING SYSTEMS

AIRTECH VACUUM
SINGLE & DUAL STAGE REGENERATIVE BLOWERS • ROTARY VANE VACUUM PUMPS • LIQUID RING VACUUM PUMPS • CLAW COMPRESSORS & VACUUM PUMPS • DRY ROTARY VANE • FILTERS • REPLACEMENT PARTS • LUBRICANT • 3 YEAR WARRANTY

AIRTECH VACUUM

www.velocityindustrial.com
VELOCITY REPLACEMENT FILTERS

AEC • CONAIR • SOLBERG • UNIVERSAL • STODDARD • KICE • PROCESS CONTROL • MAC
PREMIER • DONALDSON • INGERSOLL RAND • QUINCY • SULLAIR • ATLAS COPCO • GD

LARGEST SELECTION OF FLEX HOSE AVAILABLE TODAY

**MASTER PUR HD POLY HOSE**
- Abrasion Resistant
- Very Flexible
- Very Lightweight
- Static Dissipating
- Even Against CalCarb!!

**SIGMA HD POLY HOSE**
- Abrasion Resistant
- Flexible
- Lighter Weight
- Static Dissipating
- UV Resistant

**PACIFIC PVC FLEX HOSE**
- Clear Pellet Hose
- Flexible
- Light Weight
- Static Dissipating
- PVC Construction

**HI TEMP SILICONE HOSE**
- Silicone Hose
- Rated to 600F
- Very Flexible
- Very Lightweight
- Helix Support
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